The inositol trisphosphate receptor (InsP 3 R) forms a calcium channel that resides in the membrane of the endoplasmic reticulum and is activated by inositol trisphosphate (InsP 3 ). InsP 3 is a phosphorylated monosaccharide that is generated via hydrolysis of phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2), a phospholipid that is located in the plasma membrane, and activation of the InsP 3 R is involved in a broad range of biological processes, including cell division, apoptosis and development. Rahman et al.
The inositol trisphosphate receptor (InsP 3 R) forms a calcium channel that resides in the membrane of the endoplasmic reticulum and is activated by inositol trisphosphate (InsP 3 ). InsP 3 is a phosphorylated monosaccharide that is generated via hydrolysis of phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2), a phospholipid that is located in the plasma membrane, and activation of the InsP 3 R is involved in a broad range of biological processes, including cell division, apoptosis and development. Rahman et al. 1, 2 reported that exposure to low concentrations of InsP 3 induces rapid clustering of InsP 3 R Ca 21 release channels normally randomly distributed in endoplasmic reticulum/ outer nuclear membranes. Importantly, clustered channels gate differently from lone channels. Using similar protocols, we observed InsP 3 R channel clustering without exposure to InsP 3 (Fig. 1a) , as we found in other systems [3] [4] [5] with protocols designed to avoid InsP 3 preexposure. More significantly, we find that clustering has no effect on InsP 3 R channel gating. For this reason, we believe that InsP 3 -induced channel clustering and modification of channel gating by clustering may not be universal phenomena.
Rahman et al. (Fig. 1b) (Fig. 1c) . Furthermore, in two-channel records, similar channel gating patterns were detected in all [Ca 21 ] i (Fig. 2) , with only a small fraction exhibiting positive cooperativity. Thus, our extensive data set reveals no effect of clustering on InsP 3 R channel gating in all ligand conditions.
In constant ligand conditions, we consistently observed abrupt, stochastic, irreversible inactivation of InsP 3 R in on-nucleus or excised luminal-side-out nuclear patches, with mean activity durations of ,40 s for oocyte InsP 3 R (ref.
3), ,100 s for Sf9 InsP 3 R (ref. 5 ) and ,140 s for InsP 3 R from DT40-KO cells, whereas Rahman et al. reported no such inactivation 1 . Importantly, we analysed only current records long enough for the number of active channels to be counted with .99% confidence 1, 5, 6, 8 . Because finite time elapsed between pipettes making contact with the outer nuclear membrane and gigaohm seal formation (,5 s for oocyte and Sf9 nuclei, ,10 s for DT40 nuclei), apparent single-channel patches possibly included a fraction (,11-26%) that actually contained multiple channels in Filled and open circles represent records with two channels exhibiting identical and independent, or non-binomial gating, respectively. Non-binomial records with cooperativity index, P 2 zP 1 =2 ð Þ 2 {P 2 , significantly greater than 0 (in yellow shaded region) had two channels gating with different P o , and those with cooperativity index significantly smaller than 0 (in blue shaded region) had two channels gating with positive cooperativity. The cooperativity indices have no correlation with the durations of the current records (data not shown) and therefore are unlikely to be significantly affected by current record durations limited by channel inactivation.
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which all but one channel inactivated before gigaohm seal formation. Yet, the mean number of active channels (N A ) we observed for InsP 3 R3 in DT40 nuclear patches (1.36 6 0.12 for 211 patches) is similar to that reported in Rahman et al. 1 , suggesting that inactivation did not substantially impair our ability to count channels in these patches. We did detect larger N A (10.8 6 1) 8 in outside-out nuclear patches, which probably have significantly larger membrane areas and were isolated using a different technique, and therefore are not an appropriate comparison to illustrate either the variability in InsP 3 R expression level in DT40-KO cells or the effect of inactivation on N A detected.
The P o distributions that we observed in apparent single-channel and true multi-channel patches were similar, with no indication that two populations of channels with different P o exist. Furthermore, mean P o of our true multi-channel patches is comparable to the lone-channel P o observed by Rahman et al.
1 (Fig. 1b) . Thus, our conclusion that clustering does not affect InsP 3 R channel gating is not compromised by the irreversible inactivation of InsP 3 R channels.
We have no clear explanation for the discrepancies between our observations and those reported by Rahman et al. 1 . However, neither InsP 3 -induced InsP 3 R clustering nor its modification of InsP 3 R gating are consistently observed for InsP 3 R expressed in DT40-KO and other cells. In contrast, channel clustering before InsP 3 exposure was observed in all cell systems investigated without effect on channel gating [3] [4] [5] . Thus, we suggest that InsP 3 -induced channel clustering and modification of channel gating by clustering may not be universal phenomena.
METHODS SUMMARY
Single-channel P o for a sufficiently long 5 current record with N A active channels was evaluated as~X NA i~0 iP i ½ . N A , where P i , the probability that i channels were active simultaneously in the record, was determined by the same method as Rahman et al. 1 . The channel gating pattern for a two-channel current record was determined from P i . If P i are similar to the expected binomial values,
for i~0,1, 2 (P . 0.05 by x 2 -test), the channels gated independently with similar P o . Otherwise, if the cooperativity index, [1] [2] [3] . Vais et al. 4 report that they have been unable to replicate some of our findings.
We cannot explain their results, but we note the considerably greater variability in their observations (Fig. 1a) . This may be related to difficulties in reliably estimating the number of InsP 3 R (N A ) within a patch. They reported that under the conditions used in their figure 1  (ref. 4) , ''abrupt, irreversible channel inactivation was consistently observed'' 5 in Sf9 cells 5, 6 , DT40 cells 5, 7 and Xenopus oocytes 7 , with time constants of ,30-120 s (ref. 7) . We observe no inactivation 1 . This loss of activity, before and after seal formation 6 , may cause unreliable estimation of N A . Indeed, in patches isolated from the same DT40 nuclei, they report N A of 1.36 for lumen-out patches 4 but 10.8 for cytosol-out patches where inactivation is much slower 5 . Results in their . Vais et al. also suggest elsewhere that N A increases with the intensity of InsP 3 R stimulation 5, 6 , and that the effect is modulated by sulphydryl reagents 5 . Our limited analysis failed to replicate this 3 , but it is noteworthy that our analyses 1 and theirs 4 differ in the amounts of 2-mercaptoethanol included in culture media. Considerable variation in the amplitude of InsP 3 R3 unitary currents 5, 8 and the frequent occurrence of sub-conducting states within records 8 may also confound their estimates of N A . Counting InsP 3 R (figure 1a in ref. 4) , calculating P o (figure 1b, c in ref. 4) , and assessing whether P o is binomially distributed (figure 2 in ref. 4 ) depend on reliably determining N A . Our recordings are stable for many minutes with no inactivation or InsP 3 R recruitment, and only extremely rare visits to sub-conducting states 1, 2 . We suggest that the more complex behaviour of InsP 3 R observed by Vais et al. 4 may compromise estimates of N A , so that even patches in which they detect only one active InsP 3 R may BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS ARISING
